
From:  
Sent: 26 September 2019 12:54 
To: Business Licence <business.licence@brent.gov.uk> 
Subject: FUDAM RESTAURANT PREMISES LICENCE - OBJECTION 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

Re: Fudam Restaurant - 238a Ealing Road, Alperton, Wembley, HA0 4QL 

 

I object this licence request based on the reasons shown below. 

 

In Brent Council`s statement of Licencing Policy, point 1.2, states the act establishes four 

objectives which are - 

 

*Prevention of crime and disorder 

*Public safety  

*Prevention of nuisance; and 

*Protection of children from harm 

 

Unfortunately, there have been many incidents and problems occurring in Alperton 

particularly in Ealing Road relating to a substantial amount of alcohol consumption as well as 

ASB (anti - social behaviour) that have greatly affected all four of these core objectives stated 

in the Policy. 

 

With relation to these 4 core objectives, issues such as: constant littering relating to food 

wastage on our streets, alcohol beverages being left on street corners, roads, alleyways as 

well as street littering, gudhka/paan spitting has also even occurred outside Fudam`s 

restaurant and even on it`s front doorstep as there is red colour from gudhka showing.  

There also is a fear of public safety especially with children, women either at entering the 

nearest local park - One Tree Hill, or walking past some of these individuals who are 

recklessly drinking absurd amounts of alcohol, and acting in intimidating ways even with a 

PSPO order in place have all but tarnished our once quiet and peaceful 

neighbourhood.  Public urination, vomiting and violence have been happening, and much of 

this is also discussed under Brent Council`s Licencing Policy under the Wembley area in 

particular. 

 

By granting this licence, this will cause a greater influx of Men under the influence of alcohol 

causing nuisance to residents late at night as well as early in the morning, and will exacerbate 

ongoing problems. 

 

FUDAM RESTAURANT OBTAINING A PREMISES LICENCE IS CLEARLY NOT THE 

WAY FORWARD. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 


